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The Downtown Eastside
Women’s Centre (DEWC)

Providing basic needs and positive
change for women and children in
the Downtown Eastside since 1978

WELCOME

Message from DEWC Board Chair
Opening our virtual Herstory
in Focus event, SummerRain Bentham, DEWC Board

Emergency Shelter
for women continue
to provide services,
programs, and shelter

Chair, spoke to address

to over 500 women and

the obstacles women in the

children each day 7

Downtown Eastside have
faced during the pandemic.

days a week.
As well as providing
crucial safe refuge, the

The following is an edited excerpt from

centre provides basic

Summer-Rain Bentham’s opening speech

services including

for Herstory in Focus, November 26, 2020.

nutritious hot meals,
safe and secure toilets

DEWC exists to support and empower

and showers. Beyond

women and children living where

the basics, we offer

high levels of violence, homelessness,

support, information,

addictions and poverty characterize

referrals, advocacy and education on

the community, and where women and

the many issues which impact women’s

children are particularly vulnerable to

program. We understand food as the

lives.

most basic necessity, where you cannot

exploitation and injustice.

Summer-Rain Bentham, President of DEWC Board

take on daily challenges if you have not
We serve a diverse community of women

As we face uncertain and turbulent

eaten. In addition, our food program

with varying needs of the space. The

times, we are seeing a rise of domestic

tends to be the point of contact for

Centre is accessed by older women,

violence across the country. DEWC is

women, who come for a meal and end

women with children, women who

in need now more than ever of crucial

up building relationships with staff

engage in sex work, homeless women,

funds and donations to help provide

and volunteers which then often leads

women with addiction issues, women

practical support and protection. As one

to pursuing supports such as housing

with mental or physical health needs,

of the few low-barrier, safe spaces for

outreach, access to heath services,

Indigenous women, and Chinese senior

women serving Vancouver’s Downtown

etcetera.

women.

Eastside, women depend on DEWC’s
facilities and services for refuge.

Despite the barriers and challenges,
Despite their different challenges and

and the dire situation the pandemic has

barriers, what the women have in
Over the past few months, we have

created, women of DEWC have shown

common is their need for a safe place

seen our community members feel

that they are strong survivors - amazing,

where they are part of a community of

dehumanized and facing the dire

courageous, talented women who step

care and support.

up to support others in the ways that

consequences of the opioid crisis, which

they can. These women demonstrate

has only been compounded by the

We are grateful for the support from our

COVID-19 pandemic. Simple things like

to you their own story, their own

funders, donors, and partners, which

places to sit, water to drink, and access

humanity, and show that with support

allows us to continue the programs

to crucial services have been severely

and community, they can survive and

and services that are relevant and

limited since March.

flourish.

responsive to the needs of women.
Contributions from our supporters

The Downtown Eastside Women’s Centre

Thank you very much for your continued

who share the vision and goal of

remains fully operational at this time

support of the Downtown Eastside

improving circumstances for women

to continue providing essential needs.

Women’s Centre and of all the women

in our community allow us to make a

During the pandemic, women’s other

and children who access these crucial

difference.

services.

We have committed to being a lifeline for

We continue to search for funds to

women and children in the community.

Sincerely,

support our 100% donor-funded

Our Drop-in Centre and 24-hour

Summer-Rain Bentham

programs, such as our meals

DEWC Board Chair

basic and crucial needs to not disappear.
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C O V I D -19 U P D AT E S

Space to Empower: DEWC seeks new spaces for women

The Downtown Eastside
Women’s Centre is looking
to acquire more safe spaces

opioid crisis, homelessness, and violence

warming, and respite space for women

against women have become more

16 hours per day (completed October 5th,

visible and have only been worsened by

2020).

this pandemic. Women have had very

for women in need. This will

limited resources available to them.

> Offering programming and workshops

restore our ability to provide

As we enter the cold and rainy season,

in community spaces within the

the crisis in the Downtown Eastside is

neighbourhood.

women with shelter, access
to resources, and a sense of

quickly escalating.
Our hope is to help women in the

safety and dignity during the

Any donations dedicated to our greatest

Downtown Eastside continue to safely

COVID-19 pandemic.

need will go towards creating planned

access the resources they need, while

improvements and additional space

ensuring physical distancing.

Due to COVID-19 physical distancing

acquisitions.
This holiday season, please consider

guidelines, the Downtown Eastside

These acquisitions include:

gifting shelter, spaces, and safety

Women’s Centre has had to drastically

> Acquiring 2 additional drop-in spaces

to women of the community. Your

limit the amount of women allowed in

which offer respite, basic need services,

donations will directly provide respite

nutritious meals, safe washrooms and

throughout the cold winter months.

the space.
Additional satellite facilities will
help women seek assistance in
physically-distanced hygiene and
accommodation services. We are calling
on our supporters to help DEWC create
additional satellite centres and extended
services during this time of need. The

Downtown Eastside Women’s Centre

showers, programming, and supports.

Donate today at: dewc.ca/donate
> Creating outdoor patio space in front
of the existing drop-in centre with tents,

Your support means the world to women

tables, chairs, and heaters.

in need.
We want to thank you from the bottom

> Moving administrative office out of

of our hearts for your continued support,

398 Powell Street to create a wellness,

well wishes, and generosity during this

DEWCVancouver

The Downtown Eastside Women’s Centre
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PROGRAMS & EVENTS

Mid-Autumn Festival Celebrations
A celebration rich of tradition and
joyous gathering.
On October 1st, we celebrated Mooncake Day / MidAutumn Festival at the Drop-in Centre. Just like
Thanksgiving in the west, a lot of East Asian and
Southeast Asian families gather on this special day to
have a reunion feast.
Many Chinese female elders, whom we dearly call
“po po” (which means “granny” in Cantonese),
live alone in the Downtown Eastside and seldom
celebrate festivals with their family.
At DEWC, women enjoyed delicious chicken chow

Above: Photos of some of our po pos on a group outing; Bottom left: Traditional moon cakes
to celebrate Mid-Autumn Festival; Bottom right: A colorful mural created by our amazing staff
at the Drop-in Centre.

mein along with traditional golden mooncakes in
celebration of the event.
Cultural celebrations like these are essential at
our centre, as women from different cultures and
backgrounds come together to foster social inclusion
and cohesion.

Orange Shirt Day at DEWC

Above: Women wearing orange shirts to raise awarness of the history of residential schools.

Above: Orange construction paper t-shirts
decorated the Drop-in Centre space.

this day, we decorated the Drop-In

and information cards. As always,

On Orange Shirt Day, we acknowledged

Centre space with construction paper

our kitchen staff served the women a

the 150,000+ Indigenous children

t-shirts, signifying the various ages

nutritious lunch that consisted of miso

who were forcibly removed from their

of children who attended residential

glazed salmon, 3 sisters’ salad, venison

families and communities to attend

schools. The women helped raise

soup, and bannock baked by our long-

residential schools. To commemorate

awareness through t-shirts

time volunteer Elaine.

Every child matters.
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PROGRAMS & EVENTS

Mask-making workshop
Our culture and programs team held

Not only do these masks provide

its first mask-sewing session for

protection, but they are also a way for

our Herstory in Focus program. This

women to express themselves. We are

workshop was done in collaboration

grateful for the VCC Fashion team for

Community College (VCC)

with VCC, where women taking part in

leading these workshops for women and

Fashion Program team!

the fashion show had an opportunity to

to all of our supporters who donated

sew and decorate their own face masks.

sewing supplies.

A collaborative and
educational event for
women led by Vancouver

Transgender Day of Remembrance

Above: Mural created by staff to honour the day; Bottom left: Cake
made by kitchen team; Bottom right: Flowers donated by Flower
Factory and the Wild Bunch

On November 20th, we remembered and honoured
transgender, two-spirit, and gender-diverse people in
our community with a special window mural at our centre and cakes made by our beautiful kitchen staff. The
women also watched the film Disclosure (2020) directed
by Sam Feder.
We are grateful to The Wild Bunch and Flower Factory for supporting DEWC in our observation of this day
through donations of pink, white, and blue flowers. On
this day, we honoured Transgender Day of Remembrance
and our solidarity with trans, two-spirit, and gender-diverse people continues.

Downtown Eastside Women’s Centre

DEWCVancouver
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I M PA C T S T O R I E S

The Important Work of the Meals Program
The DEWC kitchen team
has been working hard to
provide nutritious meals to
women every day during the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Heather Dosman, Kitchen Manager, speaks
about the impacts of the pandemic to the
food program.

How long has the food program
been running?
The program has been running
since DEWC started in 1978. As the
organization grew, the community
of women we serve increased over
the years. We have been working to
make our meals more balanced in
accordance to the community and
the food guide by incorporating more
fruits and vegetables. This is crucial to
giving women the nutrients they need,
especially if they will not be accessing

has also been affected by the pandemic.

Room Occupancies (SROs) do not have

Women used to be able to sit in big

a kitchen, so accessing our food gives

round tables and enjoy each other’s

them the nutrition they need to stay

company. Now, the women sit in tables

healthy, as well as a chance for social

for two with a plastic divider in between

interaction.

to ensure their safety.
In addition, we have seen an increase
in cost to purchase the to-go boxes. We

“These special meals bring
people together. They are

have also had to reduce the number of

events that women in the

volunteers in the kitchen due to limited

community look forward

How has COVID-19 affected your

space. To accommodate for the longer

to.”

work with the two kitchens?

preparations times, we have hired more

The Drop-in Centre has started to serve

staff members.

What is the most support needed
at this time?

What does the meals program
mean to the women in need,
especially during these times?

Funding – our Drop-in Centre’s

other meals throughout the day.

meals in to-go boxes instead of plates.
This new policy came into affect to take
into consideration immunocompromised
women and those with pre-existing
health conditions who avoid public
spaces. The atmosphere in our spaces

Having access to nutritious food is
really important for the women. Even
women who are housed in Single

food program is not funded. Instead,
the program is entirely reliant on
donations from our supporters. Many
of the events that we would normally
organize for fundraising are currently
put on hold. So, I think ensuring that
we have enough funding for the food
program and getting donations is really
important.

How can people help?
Donations are the best way to directly
assist. We are currently limited with the
amount of volunteers we can get. As an
organization that feeds a lot of people
that really need the food, financial
donations go a long way and make a
large impact.
Top right: Hafsa, staff member, serves lunch at the Centre; Bottom left: DEWC’s harvest dinner; Bottom right: Women at our summer BBQ
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S TA F F S P OT L I G H T

Resilience and Growth: An Interview with Jennifer
Humchitt
This interview with
Jennifer, Peer Services
Navigator at Vancouver’s
Downtown Eastside
Women’s Centre, has
been reposted with
permission by Humans of
Support (facebook.com/
humansofsupport).
What do you do? How long have
you done it?
I have been a frontline worker in the
Downtown Eastside since 1998 and am
currently a Peer Services Navigator with
the Downtown Eastside Women’s Centre.

How has COVID changed your job?
Not being able to engage with the women
of the centre on a daily basis has many
women in crisis and feeling helpless.

Where are you finding joy?

Mother Earth. We are seeing unbelievable

I am very fortunate to be housed with

sights, like less air and ozone pollution.

my older son and family, so at the end

I worry about Climate change. How we

of my day I get to go home and see, hug,

carry on affects our grandchildren.

cuddle and play with my grandchildren. I
have always believed children are the best
medicine for the soul.

Describe a moment that has truly
affected you.
The overdoses that are accruing on a

Most women could use a hug from

What positive things are you

friends, someone to listen to them and

seeing?

I feel so helpless and have lost so many

acknowledge their situation. Women

I believe “Creator” has given us humans

members of communities including my

want to feel validated.

a second chance to take better care of

own. I worry about the increase in alcohol

daily basis have an ongoing effect on me.

and drug use during this time.

What would you like to share?
I have and will always believe as long
as there is breath in the body, there is
always hope. I am living proof that you
should never give up on yourself.

While engaging with women in crisis
has become more difficult due to the
continuing impacts of the pandemic,
Team DEWC continues to safely offer
crucial advocacy services to women at
our Drop-in Centre and Shelter. Learn
more about our programs at:
dewc.ca/programs
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H E R S T O R Y I N F O C U S 2020

Herstory in Focus 2020: Inner Strength
Our online Herstory in
Focus program showcased
women’s brilliance
and creativity, while
acknowledging their
strength and resilience
during this pandemic and
beyond.
This year’s 5th annual Herstory in
Focus was a Herstory like no other. Due
to COVID-19, our supporters joined us
virtually to celebrate the strength and
empowerment of the women in our
community.
We were thrilled to still have women
showcase their looks and share their
stories with us in this online program.
We were also honoured to feature musical
performances by PIQSIQ and Dalannah
Bowen, a poetry reading by Joan Morelli,
a dance performance by Marisa Gold,
and drumming by Wildflower, Women
of Turtle Island Drum Group, and words
from Cecilia Point, Elder Rita Blind,
Cynthia Low (Emcee), and Howard Blank.
Thanks to the generosity of our sponsors,
supporters, and silent auction donors,
Herstory raised a total of $58,368 for
DEWC’s 100% donor-funded meals

This was an occasion for the women to

and silent auction aimed to raise support

express themselves, while celebrating the

for our essential meals program, which

admirable resilience they have carried not

has been continuously serving up to 500

through this pandemic, but throughout

meals a day during the pandemic.

their entire lives.

Many women in the Downtown Eastside
community have been severely impacted

The women selected their own runway

by COVID-19, especially those with pre-

outfits (generously donated by My

existing health conditions and those who

Sister’s Closet) and sewed their own

are immunocompromised. Therefore, our

masks from the valuable workshops

organization recognizes the responsibility

guided by fashion student volunteers at

we have in providing a safe space for

VCC. It was a beautiful and emotional

those in need during this time.

journey as we witnessed the care and
excitement of the women in assembling

This vital work is only possible through

their runway outfits to best represent

the participation and involvement of

their personalities. The fashion show

supporters like you.

program. These funds will provide
nutritious, hot meals, and help connect
women to a continuum of care support
throughout the pandemic.
This program created an outlet for
expression of the women’s creativity
and style. The models walked down the
runway in their elegant attire to their
favourite songs, while Emcee, Cynthia
Low, read their stories of growth with
DEWC. These performances encapsulated
the women’s personalities and characters.

Top left: Sharon showcases her look; Top Right: Eva dances on the runway; Bottom right:
Elder Lousia (right) and Nimi Koonz (left) perform together on the Herstory stage.
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H E R S T O R Y I N F O C U S 2020

Herstory in Focus 2020: Event Highlights
Thank you to our sponsors!
Sustainer Level Sponsors ($5000+):
CUPE BC
SWIM Recruiting
Supporter Level Sponsors ($2500+):
IATSE Local 891
Hospital Employees Union
Brian Cawley Corporation
Horizon Grocery & Wellness
Southern Law
UFCW 1518
Giver Level Sponsor ($1000+):
Mandell Pinder LLP

Above: Erna expresses her love for elegant dressing on
the runway

Above: Melinda in the handmade Pow Wow Jacket by artist and generous donor Rebecca
Lyon, honouring and remembering missing and murdered Indigenous women and girls and
the need for justice.

Above: Shara shares her love for beautiful
fabric through her princess-inspired dress

Above: Joan and her bright smile walking down the runway

Above: Winne and Popo May showcase their
wonderful outfit pattens and textures.

Above: Tammy and Amber, mother and daughter, coordinate their dances

We are grateful for the opportunity to hold this unforgettable program. This would
not have been possible without the generous help from our donors and sponsors.
Thank you for your virtual attendance and support at Herstory 2020!
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H O L I D AY G I V I N G

Give the gift of safety, sisterhood & sanctuary
Donate in honour
of a friend or family
member, and give a
gift that nourishes and
empowers.
Your contributions make for meaningful
Christmas gifts and sustain our ongoing
work in the Downtown Eastside.

Your giving goes a long way:
$5 gives a woman a day’s access to a hot
meal, safe space, and support services

$150 gives a woman a month’s access to
a daily hot meal, safe space, and support
services

$750 provides a chicken dinner or other
hot meal for women accessing the dropin centre this winter season

$1200 provides a special feast or holiday
meal for women accessing the drop-in
centre
For more information on making a
financial donation or sponsoring a
meal, please e-mail Ali, Fundraising
& Communications Coordinator, at:
engagement@dewc.ca.

By mail:

Online:

Print and fill out our donation form in

Make an online donation at:

full. If you would prefer to receive the
acknowledgement personally so you can
wait until Christmas, input your own
email and/or address into the relevant
fields, or write “same as donor.” Mail the
form and your donation to:
Downtown Eastside Women’s Centre
302 Columbia St
Vancouver, BC
V6A 4J1 Canada

https://dewc.ca/
donate-online
Here, you can also make
a tribute donation in
honour of a friend or
family member. Tribute
notifications will be sent by
email or mail within a week
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DONOR & FUNDER CORNER

Thank you to our generous supporters and funders!
Centre Sponsors
($50,000+):

Sustaining Helpers
($10,000+):

Generous Givers
($5,000+):

•

The Houssain Foundation

•

The Alma Mater Society

•

Aspac Projects Ltd.

•

Lotte & John Hecht Memorial

•

Centerm Community Fund

•

BCGEU

Foundation

•

Central City Foundation

•

Blavatsky Lodge

•

Sipco Formulations

•

Community Food Centres Canada

•

Bold Pickup Parts Inc.

•

T-Gear Foundation

•

Dorothy B.

•

Canada Post

•

Face the World Foundation

•

Debra Y.

Community Supporters
($25,000+):

•

Fellowship of Man Charitable

•

Diana M.

Foundation

•

Four Winds Brewing Company Ltd.

•

•

Insurance Institute

•

GRD Construction Ltd.

•

Karen H.

•

Heather F.

•

Matthew S.

•

IATSE Local 891

•

Mackoff Mohamed

•

Lynsey T.

•

Newman’s Own Foundation Fund at

•

Matthew K.

Rockerfeller Philanthropy Advisors

•

Margot Y.

•

Raven Foundation

•

Nafeesa A.

•

Ryan T.

•

Palmieri Bros

•

Simon Fraser University

•

QuadReal Property Group

•

Traction on Demand

•

Rotary Club of Vancouver Arbutus

•

Trulioo Information Services

•

Smith S.H.A.R.E. Foundation, Inc

•

United Way Lower Mainland

•

SWIM Recruiting

•

Vancouver Fraser Port Authority

•

Taylor Taliesein Foundation

•

Young Foundation

•

The Sisters of St. Joseph of the Diocese

•

Wheelbarrow Fund

Community Response Fund held at the
Vancouver Foundation

•

Djavad Mowafaghian Foundation

•

Mario V.

•

Moffat Family Fund held at The
Winnipeg Foundation

•

Y.P. Heung Foundation

of London In Ontario Foundation
•

Government Funders:
Government of Canada
•

Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy

•

Employment and Social Development
Canada

•

Federal Emergency Community Support
Fund through the United Way

•

Service Canada – Reaching Home

YourCause/Electronic Arts Outreach

Government of British Columbia

Municipal Government

•

BC Housing

•

•

Vancouver Coastal Health

•

Ministry of Public Safety and Solicitor

City of Vancouver

General
•

Ministry of Community, Sport and
Cultural Development

•

Ministry of Indigenous Relations and
Reconciliation

•
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Ministry of Tourism, Arts and Culture
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“The Downtown Eastside Women’s Centre is more than a
place; it’s a foundation of life skills, friends and Elders. It

is my sisters, it’s my treaty. It’s a place for water, food,
clothing, guidance and shelter. It saved my life.”
- Nimi koonz (Larissa), DEWC member & volunteer
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